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Local Government Elections: Less about communities than National Parties

_____________________________________________

By: Dr. David Hinds

More than five centuries ago, Britain and the other European powers colonized

Africa, Asia, Latin America, the Caribbean and other regions of the world. At the

center of the colonization process was the slave trade which resulted in millions of

Africans being uprooted from their accustomed environment in Africa and placed into

an un-familiarized environment where they were physically, mentally and sexually

abused.

Today, it seems that China is in the process of recolonizing Africa through its Belt

and Road initiative.

This grand vision which was launched in 2013 involves China underwriting bil-

lions of dollars of infrastructure investment in several countries in Eastern Europe,

Asia and Africa. At the centre of the Belt and Road Initiative lies the challenges of the

current western global order that China wants to replace with a Sino-centric one.

Because of its high ambitions and the impact it may have on poor nations, the initiative

has been criticized by several western nations, including the United States and Britain,

among others.

Many countries view the initiative as an alternative approach to globalization in

an era where powers like the U.S under President Trump seem bent on increasing

protectionism and retreating from their global leadership role.

Others have questioned the impact and the ripple effect it may have worldwide.

However, China has maintained that the goal of the initiative is to help the African and

other poor countries in the world plug their infrastructure deficit, which is a necessary

step for economic growth and, in particular, industrialization.

But it is clear that China intends to use the Belt and Road initiative as an oppor-

tunity to position itself diplomatically on the global stage and to amplify its voice on the

world stage.

According to a study from the Center for Global Development, the initiative

provides funds that poor countries desperately want, but its lending technique and

rules, which are unlike the other world’s leading government and  See page...............2

Recently, the country had to endure

the back and forth among the parties con-

testing the upcoming local government

election over the validity of their respec-

tive candidates’ list. The exchange be-

tween the PPP and the AFC was espe-

cially sharp. I had opined a few months

ago that the PPP would not allow the AFC

to campaign in Indian Guyanese commu-

nities. The apparent overt pressure on

Indian Guyanese to steer clear of the AFC,

including denying that party signatories

and candidates, seems to be part of that

scenario that I predicted. The campaign

would be brutal.

In a sense, these elections are anything

but local. They are driven by the national

parties. Scores would be settled. Muscles

would be flexed. Yes, local government

elections in November would not be

about people in their communities. There

are fewer independent candidates this

time around. Some independents of 2016

are now on the parties’ slates. The turn-

out could be as low as or even lower than

in 2016. Local democracy would not be

enhanced.

In November, we would not be elect-

ing community representatives to govern

their communities. Instead, we would be

electing local party representatives whose

allegiance would be to the party rather

than to the people in the communities. So

long as parties insist on dominating local

government elections, such elections

would not be democratic in the deep

sense of the term. The outcome would

be the will of the parties rather than the

will of the people in their communities. In

the past, we had no local government

elections. Today, we have elections, but

they are flawed.

But flawed as those elections in No-

vember would be, they would be impor-

tant for national politics. I am arguing that

these elections would tell us whether the

AFC still has mass support, which in turn

would tell us what an APNU+AFC Coa-

lition could look like in 2020. The elec-

tions would also tell us the extent to which

the Indian Guyanese community has re-

turned to PPP orthodoxy. Finally, we

would get a sense of African Guyanese

political attitude to the government.

This rest of this column zeroes in on

the AFC. I am contending that for the

AFC, these elections are less about rep-

resenting people and more about the

party’s standing going into the 2020 elec-

tions. The PPP despises the AFC, be-

cause the AFC is seen as a group of In-

dian Guyanese, which joined with the

PPP’s arch-enemy to throw the Indian

Guyanese party out of office. In Guyana’s

ethnically divided politics, such an offence

is unpardonable. The PPP will never rest

until it decimates the AFC. And this up-

coming local government election presents

the PPP with the perfect opportunity to

begin to do so.

The AFC obviously anticipated this

outcome. Hence, its concerted effort to

cover itself by trying to contest the elec-

tion as part of a coalition with the APNU.

It is now open knowledge that the APNU

had other ideas—a weakened AFC

would decrease its bargaining power in

2020. And there are elements in the AFC

who welcomed the APNU’s snub—for

them it gives the party a chance to prove

its independence. They reasoned that the

AFC still has considerable electoral sup-

port and it needs to demonstrate this in

clear terms.

It’s a big risk for the AFC. If it does

well, all will be well for the party. First, it

would demonstrate its viability in the face

of extreme criticism  See page............2
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(Continued from cover page) of its uncritical attitude within the

governing Coalition. Second, it would represent a sound defeat

of the PPP on its own turf. Third, and most importantly, it would

be a serious blow to the APNU’s tactic to expose the AFC’s

electoral vulnerability. That would mean that the AFC would

enter negotiations over the spirit and content of an updated

Cummingsburg Accord with even more leverage than it had

prior to the 2015 election.

But if the AFC falters, the opposite of the above scenario

would be true. The party would survive, since it is in govern-

ment. And in any case, parties don’t die because they lack elec-

toral support. However, its role in the next APNU+AFC Coa-

lition would be greatly diminished. The PNC would be guaran-

teed a larger chunk of the slate and the potential spoils of office.

So, the AFC would be cut down to size and the PNC would be

elevated to its right size.

But that would mean that the Coalition would become a

farce. The PNC would become de facto and de jure “big

brother.” Could such a Coalition be as attractive as the one of

2015? I doubt it. Ironically, a poor showing at the local govern-

ment election could spell doom for the Coalition. The APNU’s

tactic could well backfire- cut the AFC down to size but in the

process diminish the notion of Coalition.

Local government elections: Less about communities
and more aboout national parties

(Continued from cover page)  international financial institution credi-

tors are problematic.

The study shows that China’s Belt and Road Initiative to

invest as much as US$8 trillion in infrastructure projects across

Eastern Europe, Africa, and parts of Asia has already indebted

68 countries. The study found that 23 of those countries are at

risk of debt distress today, and nine of them are at a significantly

high risk of debt distress, which means that they would default

on their loans.

They include Pakistan, Djibouti, Maldives, Mongolia,

Montenegro, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, Laos and Zambia.

The proportion of external debt owed to China by these coun-

tries is hovering around 85 percent of their gross domestic prod-

uct (GDP). Zambia, whose debt is over 150 percent of its GDP

has already defaulted on its debt to China. As result, China

took control of its State-owned airport, Electricity Company,

National Media and major roadways. China has also been given

unrestrained control over Zambian mining resources and the

unfiltered immigration of Chinese into the country.

The takeover of the commanding heights of Zambia’s

economy by China led some international observers to con-

clude that Zambia has become first African nation to become a

Chinese colony.

Whether true or false, many other countries including

Guyana, which have secretly signed on to the Belt and Road

Initiative could find themselves in the same predicament.

The Jagdeo/Ramotar government sought loans from China to

finance the white-elephant Skeldon sugar factory, the Enmore

packaging plant and the airport projects, among others. All the

agreements were done in secret.

Since taking office in 2015, this government has done the

same thing. It has borrowed from China.

What China has done is that it has studied countries that

have corrupt governments and greedy leaders to lend money.

China Colonizing Africa

________________________

The recent mega oil and gas discoveries offshore, Guyana is set

to produce over one million barrels of oil daily.

Strangely, after three years of this development, the politicians,

civil society, government (coalition) or the opposition haven’t put out

a “Dubai Plan” for Guyana so as to inform citizens of exactly how the

billions of US oil dollars are going to be spent.

Guyana has few institutions to manage this wealth and an

oil contract with ExxonMobil has been characterized as “lop-

sided.” The government is looking inept in dealing with the US

giant. All this oil and gas wealth can end up in the hands of a

handful of corrupt leaders, their families and friends, as in Angola,

Trinidad and Tobago, Nigeria, Cameroon, Gabon and Equato-

rial Guinea. Then comes Guyana tribalism, with the involvement

of the CIA. During the Cold War, the US instigated racial ten-

sion between East Indians, whose ancestors came from India,

and descendants of enslaved Africans. How will these two

groups get a fair deal in post Guyana oil surge?

Guyana on the World Stage: South/South Cooperation

Guyana has emerged on the world stage, and Foreign Min-

ister Greenidge is putting out that message. The country has

been getting many high profile visits. The foreign ministry will

have to double its staff with qualified skills. Foreign affairs will

resonate around climate change, territorial integrity, sustainability,

South/South and triangular cooperation.

In the next decade, the Cooperate Republic of Guyana

will double the amount of embassies it currently has overseas.

Foreign countries will double the amount of embassies in

Georgetown, the diplomatic capital of CARICOM. Guyana will

increase engagement in multilateral forums like the United Na-

tions, CARICOM, the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation

(OIC), the Commonwealth, ACP and the Non-Aligned Move-

ment, and especially to confront Venezuela’s renewed claim to

over 50 percent of Guyana’s territory. For example, speaking

to two West African diplomats at the UN at an OIC hosted

reception, they knew little of Guyana, much less the Guyana/

Venezuela conflict.

Now that Guyana has emerged on the world stage, where

is the grand vision? Where is the master plan to modernize and

transform Guyana into the “richest oasis in the corner of South

America,” as one paper puts it? The next general election will

be held in 2020, that’s not too far away. Yet, we haven’t seen

how the PPP and PNC will spend billions of dollars on infra-

structure, education, health, agriculture, tourism, security and

economic diversification. Where are the mega projects?

Frontier Infrastructure: Regional Airports, Bridges, and Rail

Links

No country can go wrong building infrastructure and

Guyana needs it badly. None of Guyana’s three main rivers have

fixed bridges. The port is outdated and cannot accommodate

large vessels. There are plans to build a deep water port. There

is also talk of bridging the river between Guyana and Suriname

and complete the highway to Brazil.

Guyana lacks an all-weather highway to the interior of the

country. An alternate highway to CJIA, and more roads and

highways are needs to open the country’s vast frontier.

We must stop thinking poor, and start creating our own

wealth, and bring contractors from Germany, Turkey, Ethiopia,

Singapore, China, India, Brazil, Kenya and elsewhere. (At least

one of the oil drilling installations that will operate in Guyana’s

water is currently being built in Singapore). We must build with

taste, as leaders have done in Singapore, Dubai and Kuala

Lumpur.

CJIA needs further modernization and,   See page..........5

 By Ray Chickrie

Oil: Guyana’s surprise potential wealth,
but where is the master plan?
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Corruption must be endemic in society
By: Adam Harris

I remember the anti-corruption cam-

paign launched against the Bharrat Jagdeo

administration. Almost every day there

was published evidence but nothing

changed. On one occasion I provided

harsh evidence of a woman working for

$40,000 a month at one of the petrol ser-

vice stations buying a house in Bel Air Park

for $60 million.

I took this information to Bharrat

Jagdeo who promised to investigate. I

went to the then Tax Chief, Khurshid

Sattaur, with the same information. Noth-

ing happened. It was as if the government

condoned corruption.

The nation saw people getting rich

overnight. I remember the then Housing

Minister Irfaan Ali, suing because Kaieteur

News photographed his beach house

which must have cost a handsome penny.

And this building was removed from the

actual residence.

I got mail that suggested that Irfaan’s

mother was a teacher and his grandfather

was something else, perhaps a chauffeur,

so it was not impossible for them to con-

tribute to Irfaan’s home.

Further, the supporters, including some

of his party leaders, told me that Irfaan

worked at the World Bank for three years.

The bottom line was that all the money

put together could not have afforded such

buildings. At the same time he had other

properties in various parts of the country.

Bharrat Jagdeo, according to his At-

torney General, had nothing ten years

before he constructed his mansion at

Sparendaam. When the matter was raised

with the income tax department and with

the then General Secretary Clement

Rohee, I got two different answers.

The income tax people said that it was

not possible from Jagdeo’s earnings.

Rohee said that he probably saved every

cent that he worked for knowing that the

money supported by a substantial mort-

gage could not give him such wealth.

It became clear to the nation that cor-

ruption was rampant during the era of the

People’s Progressive Party administration.

Years later, Jagdeo told a press confer-

ence that his government was corrupt.

Then he modified his statement to say that

the present administration is more corrupt.

There are people serving during the

administration who have been there for

almost forever. A tiger does not lose its

stripes. But there have been others who

joined the ranks of the corrupt. One of

them seems to be the Town Clerk who

has since proceeded on leave pending the

outcome of a Commission of Inquiry.

A woman reported that a plot of land

she occupies in Festival City caught the

attention of the Town Clerk who offered

her $12 million. He told her that she was

too poor to develop the land and that she

should sell. She refused.

She then reported that the Town Clerk,

who at the time had pretentions to reli-

gion, took to demolishing structures that

she had on the property. Fortunately, she

still holds on to the property.

Then from appearances, the Town

Clerk became a successful man moving

from the proverbial rags to riches. Just this

past week evidence surfaced that the

bought a piece of property in Happy

Acres for $30 million.

People are also pointing to his mode

of transport, a personal owned $13 mil-

lion vehicle. Did all that money come from

City Hall which proclaims to be cash-

strapped and often cannot pay the staff?

Fingers are also pointing to some in

Government circles although no one can

provide evidence. There is speculation.

Some claim that the Minister of State gets

financial largesse through a man who was

once close to Bharrat Jagdeo.

Fortunately for Minister Harmon, all

that he owned was acquired before he

became a Minister and before his party

got into government.

Others are suggested to be corrupt but

again, no evidence. There is talk that the

rental of the bond in Albouystown was a

case of providing money for someone. No

evidence. If they say George Norton then

I know that his possessions at River View

on the Essequibo River was there for

years, even before he got actively involved

in politics.

There was the case against former

Minister Dr. Jennifer Westford. She was

accused of helping herself to $600 mil-

lion. She was acquitted recently in court.

And there are many others because the

state simply cannot secure convictions.

Knowing is one thing; proving in a court

of law is another.

And while the allegations fly, the pub-

lic relations unit that should be making the

views of the government known is silent.

It fails to highlight the achievement of the

government to the extent that statements

by the opposition that nothing has been

done has gained    See page..............11
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We need to attract major capital investments

In most cases, active public and political debate over the

management of our growing oil and gas industry is healthy for

Guyana. But we must also be mindful of individuals who seek

to raise their own profile by introducing inflammatory and erro-

neous concepts into the public debate.

Nigel Hinds’ recent letter is the perfect example. In it, he

put forward the claim that ExxonMobil is not entitled to recover

any pre-discovery costs for exploration and identification of our

now known resources offshore.

Mr. Hinds knows fully well that the audit of the pre-dis-

Clement Smith

I found a recent letter in the press examining Exxon’s

Facebook video on oil contract, revenues and taxes from Feb-

ruary frustrating.

The authors asked an important question: what does Exxon

mean when it calls Guyana a “frontier country”? But the two

members of the Oil and Gas Governance Network, which is

opposed to oil development, seem to intentionally skirt around

the true answer.

The theories about what the term “frontier” means was

entertaining, but the authors almost entirely missed the point

and concept. It has nothing to do with the depth of wells, the

type of crude oil we possess, violence, or Facebook.

To be clear, the term “frontier country” is how global mar-

kets refer to nations that are in the early stages of economic

development. To investors and developers, frontier countries

may have problems with local politics, social unrest, poor fi-

nancial frameworks or a lack of existing infrastructure. All these

things are a risk for business because they can make energy

investments too difficult and too expensive to make a profit.

Fortunately, in Guyana, we are not plagued by all of these ills.

But we are still very much a “frontier” in the industry sense.

For one, we have a general lack of infrastructure. Exxon

and other producers are experts at getting oil out of the ground,

but the production chain requires extensive infrastructure on

onshore support. They need deep water ports, pipelines to move

the oil, refineries to process it, roads to move it. They need

storage facilities for the reserves which are secure. They need

places for their workers to live and eat. It is unfortunate but true

that Guyana cannot provide all of these things at the moment,

whereas other nations such as the United States or even smaller

countries like Trinidad are able to provide them to some extent.

In addition, we must remember that the contract that we

are discussing dates back to 1999 and was renegotiated in 2015,

which the letter ignored. Some will recall that in 2000, a CGX

Energy drillship was chased off by gunships from Suriname.

More recently, Venezuela detained an Anadarko survey vessel

operating in Guyana’s waters, in 2013.

While the label of “frontier country” is frustrating, we must

see why the global markets have given it to us. Our first oil

contract reflects these realities. We needed to offer attractive

terms to attract major capital investments. So how do we move

beyond that of a frontier country? Building our infrastructure

and improving our general security requires money. Fortunately

for us, we will start getting a lot of it starting in 2020, from the

very contract which the letter writers go on to criticize. We should

focus on creating real plans to build up our infrastructure and

remove the “risk” that global markets see when they evaluate

the oil operations here. In that way, we can build partnerships

with international companies which are more beneficial and will

allow us to benefit from our reserves for years to come.

covery costs is in the public eye right now. He knows that he

stands to raise his personal profile by commenting on that audit

and those costs. And he knows that the idea that Guyana would

simply pocket all the pre-discovery costs, basically billions of

dollars for free, would be extremely appealing to people.

However, what he clearly doesn’t seem to know is how basic

business expenses work – which is surprising for a chartered

accountant.

Mr. Hinds’ claims cost recovery is a “farce,” is just that – a

farce. He is knowingly misleading Guyanese with inflammatory

statements, and we must not fall prey to his demagoguery.

Cost recovery is an integral and normal part of Production

Sharing Agreements (PSAs) for oil and gas plays across the

globe. Cost recovery allows companies that risked their own

capital in the uncertain exploration phase to recoup those ex-

penditures once, or if, the resource begins producing revenues.

Anyone can see how that assurance is crucial for explora-

tion. If companies weren’t going to be compensated for their

efforts, they wouldn’t front the cost of exploration. In that case,

countries themselves would have to pay for exploration – a high-

risk undertaking that could sink entire economies if they don’t

pay off.

Many nations, like our own, would be unable to pay for

these activities and may never gain access or even knowledge

of the resources below the sea.

Also important to note is that in the absence of a discov-

ery, the oil companies would practically forfeit the money they

put in up front.

Nigel Hinds should know that not allowing cost recovery

would cause irreversible damage to Guyana’s reputation with

ExxonMobil and with the international investment community at

large. It’s fair to say that no international energy company would

invest here again – the risks would be far too great.

The whole point of the ongoing audit is to make sure that

every dollar of those costs that are being recovered are legiti-

mate – we must trust in that process and live up to our end of

the standard oil exploration and production contract. By claim-

ing otherwise, Mr. Hinds is simply looking to improve his own

reputation and stir up anger for his own gain.

Recovery of costs is one of the most basic concepts of

accounting. Mr. Hinds is apparently in need of a refresher on

the subject; he should re-examine his accounting text books.

Clement Smith

Forty-nine years ago, Prime Minister Forbes Burnham

conceived the idea that there should be a National Insurance

Scheme. Whatever sparked the idea I would never know be-

cause the thought process was not documented.

I do remember the protest from the political opposition

that Burnham was taking money from the poor people. The

complaint that Burnham was taxing the masses beyond their

capability was taken up. Contribution to NIS was compulsory.

Back when actual contributions began in October 1969

every contributor was given a card to accommodate his every

contribution. At a glance a person could know how many con-

tributions he or she had made.

It was not long before NIS became a norm but there had

to be changes. Inflation saw an increase in contributions by both

the employer and the contributor. The complaints continued.

I don’t remember when the cards disappeared. However,

the scheme kept the records. There were many people with the

same name, differentiated only by their dates of birth but it was

up to the staff of the Scheme to get the right contributions placed

in the records of the right person. It goes without saying that

human error led to mistakes.

Adam Harris
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Minister of Social Cohesion is

interested in ‘on the ground’ ap-

proach to developing National Unity.

(Continued from page....2)  eventually, a totally new terminal that

can speak of Guyana as a future member of OPEC. After spend-

ing US$150 million in a shady deal of the previous government,

the airport is still too small. There will be need for more air-

bridges and a complete new departure terminal. The new and

modernized CJIA is nothing iconic.

There is need to modernize and expand the Ogle Airport.

Ogle will begin to take on more flights from the Caribbean,

while CJIA, if there is a “real” plan for a hub, may receive more

intercontinental flights. Guyana needs a dedicated airline to open

the hinterland and spur commerce. For example, there is lack

of airlift to move produce and goods.

Make Lethem Airport an international one to push settle-

ments and industries to expand the frontier.

Should Guyana move the capital to Essequibo?

All these developments add more legitimacy to the Coop-

erative Republic’s sovereignty over its land, air and sea. Strate-

gically and for economic purposes, move the frontier by open-

ing an international airport in Essequibo. As well, decision mak-

ers must explore a rail system for the country, and maybe the

government should explore the idea of moving the capital fur-

ther inland.

Education/Guest Workers and Dubai

Instead of giving handouts to families and enslaving them

into a culture of laziness, provide food and healthcare for stu-

dents in schools by supporting struggling families who wants a

good education. Guyana, with less than one million inhabitants,

will have to follow suit as was done and is being done in the

Persian Gulf countries. Assist and support students all the way

to university. The country will have to spend a lot of money to

invest in human resources or end up like Bahrain, Saudi Arabia,

Qatar, Kuwait, and the United Arab Emirates. I can see simi-

larities emerging. Good and bad will come with guest workers

to Guyana, and we can take some lessons from the Gulf coun-

tries.

Guyana will have to recruit teachers from English-speak-

ing countries. Many in the diaspora have become pessimists

and won’t easily move back. In the future, teachers will come

to Guyana from places like the Caribbean, Canada, USA, Af-

rica, Australia, Singapore, Malaysia, etc.

These infrastructure projects will create jobs for all races,

especially unskilled people. A recent Kaieteur News report

claimed that the majority of Guyana’s workforce doesn’t have

above a primary education. Many skilled and unskilled guest-

workers will be coming to the shores of Guyana and they are

already coming from Trinidad and Tobago to take up highly

skilled jobs. The government will let them in, and they will also

come from elsewhere. Guyana must be ready for this reality.

Where is the plan?

Healthcare

Guyana must build state of the art hospitals and attract

doctors, specialists and nurses from far places like Nigeria, the

Philippines and India. The government will no doubt pump a lot

of money to modernize and the health centres in rural communi-

ties. A great deal of financial investment must be dedicated to

end the horror of “maternal deaths” in Guyana. The country is

very unfit to treat cancer, heart diseases, other non-communi-

cable diseases and other serious illnesses. With oil and gas comes

money, more people will come to Guyana, there will be need

for top class healthcare for guest workers and locals.

Agriculture

The mechanization and modernization of agriculture in

Oil: Guyana’s surprise potential wealth,
but where is the master plan?

Guyana should mirror what is being done in Holland, Indone-

sia, Malaysia, Vietnam and elsewhere. Money needs to be in-

vested in agriculture and the government intends to. Through

South/South cooperation, Guyana expects to bring modern sci-

ence and technology to improve rice and animal husbandry pro-

duction. This also will appease and put Indo-Guyanese at ease,

while the goal to become the food and breadbasket of the Car-

ibbean will finally become a reality.

Sustainable Tourism

Tourism? Are we serious or not? We need a national air-

line to make a hub. To become a hub, you need a dedicated

airline with about ten planes for the post oil and gas Guyana

surge. You need people who know how to run it. Why not give

Africa its cut and invite Ethiopian Airlines or Kenya Airways to

take a 49 percent share in a national airline? The foreign minis-

try will have to help clinch bilateral air agreements that includes

code share and 5, 6, 7 rights. Why not invite Surinam Airways

to be part of it also? Let’s not be greedy and learn from Trinidad

and Tobago’s failures and pompousness. It’s high time to think

about Guyana’s development potential in terms of Guiana Shield

expansion.

Above all, in this sector, all ethnic groups will benefit. Tour-

ism development trickles down.

Security and Transparency

GTCSJAD

Guyan ese have to focusGuyan ese have to focusGuyan ese have to focusGuyan ese have to focusGuyan ese have to focus
their min ds on  Localtheir min ds on  Localtheir min ds on  Localtheir min ds on  Localtheir min ds on  Local

Govern men t Election s.Govern men t Election s.Govern men t Election s.Govern men t Election s.Govern men t Election s.
Voters will determin e ourVoters will determin e ourVoters will determin e ourVoters will determin e ourVoters will determin e our
Leaders via the ballot box.Leaders via the ballot box.Leaders via the ballot box.Leaders via the ballot box.Leaders via the ballot box.

The politics of justifying wrongs pose threats to
society and citizens’ well-being

The country has a serious crime problem that even China

has raised with the government. Many Chinese businesses have

been robbed and nationals assaulted. Crime indeed has gone

down. The government has made progress but much more has

to be done. Oil workers will keep their families in Barbados

and come to work in Guyana during weekdays. Who wants to

leave the United States or elsewhere and move back to Guyana

and live precariously? Crime affect economics and crime will

not allow Guyana to surge.

The Guyanese people want to know in simple terms what

to expect. What will they get out of the massive oil and gas

finds? They need numbers. They need guidance, hope and lead-

ership. The country needs more institutions to build transpar-

ency and accountability. So far, there isn’t much coming out of

Guyana as to what the government or the opposition plans to

do with all this wealth.
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    FACING THE FACTS     carlyle
 harry

CSJAD fundraising campaign fiscal year 2018: Target US$5,000- Please give generously

Educating your voter

CSJAD Membership  is open to
Guyanese and their offspring.

129-05 Liberty Ave Richmond Hill NY

Phone: 718-641-2253

Tuesday- Sunday

7AM - 9PM

Resturant - Catering - Roti Shop

Shivram         BakeryShivram         BakeryShivram         BakeryShivram         BakeryShivram         Bakery

As the debate went on over Judge Brett

Kavanaugh’s graduation to the Nation’s Supreme Court—po-

litical commentators, analysts and pollsters have been conclud-

ing that the Republican Party in collaboration with its various

Interest-Groups (as compared to the Democratic Party) is con-

tinuing to do a better job at educating its voters around the

narrow pursuits and aspirations that should drive them to vote

for Conservatives.

....For example, if Mr. Kavanaugh ends up as a Supreme

Court Judge, the Republican Party will have a clear majority of

two votes within that Institution, having succeeded with the ap-

pointment of Judge Neil Gorsuch earlier.

Experience has often shown that Lawyerly contributions

and evidentiary quotations and support do not count at the highest

decision-making Court of the Land.—Because ‘when push

comes to shove’ those learned Judges tend to go back to their

political and ideological alignments, and thus vote accordingly.

Hence when critics attack the Republican Party about the

ineptitude of its current President, the Party’s Leadership, elected

Officials, and membership-bases are able to play that down

and point to the accomplishments of say tax-reforms; the ap-

pointment of a record number of federal Judges; the rolling back

of President Obama’s regulations; and the seating of Supreme-

Court Judges as their greater concerns.

It also has to be borne in mind, that had it not been for the

last-minute NO-vote of the late Senator John McCain, the Re-

publican Party would have achieved a clean-sweep with the

dissolution of ‘OBAMACARE.’

In its pursuits, observers also acknowledge the fearless-

ness with which the Republican Party goes after its goals and

objectives; while it seems to be able to scare its Democratic-

Party competitors from equally advancing and publicizing their

‘progressive’ policies.

The Republican Party’s leadership, members and follow-

ers have clear goals and objectives which they want to materi-

alize and institutionalize, and I believe that the accomplishment

of those goals and objectives supersedes who is their Presi-

dent.

And my observation and recommendation do not only go

for political parties, but for other social-welfare organizations,

pressure-groups and interest-groups.

For instance, a vital ingredient of ‘OBAMACARE’—the

ability to buy Insurance-Coverage even with pre-existing con-

ditions did not hinder Republicans from advancing the goal of

attempting to dissolve that Legislation...They were not deterred

by labels of being an ‘uncaring’ and ‘inhumane’ Party.

In addition, the manner in which the proceeds of the tax-

reform were distributed between the very rich and the very poor,

did not seem to matter to the GOP; neither did the running up of

the National-Debt.

For the Republicans, ‘the end justifies the means.’

The point that the more brilliant on-lookers and Scribes

are attributing to the Republican-Party voter, is that the latter

seems to be better educated and oriented as to why he or she

needed to go out and vote.

That education and orientation include knowledge around

the powers that a majority House and Senate have in the con-

duct of oversight and inquiries, impeachment-proceedings, as

well as Institutional appointments—like Federal and Supreme

Court Judges.

On the other hand, it is being contended that members,

supporters and well-wishers of the Democratic Party while sub-

scribing to the ‘Public-Relations’ glamor, swag and hype of that

Party, do not appear to grasp the importance of going out and

placing their votes where their voices and applause lay.

That is why former-President Barak Obama is compelled

to lace his numerous campaign-appearances with appeals of

“Don’t boo....VOTE”.

From my experiences and associations with the conduct

of (political) education and orientation classes and sessions, I

have absorbed that they have to be done in small consistent

cells, with participants and graduates being prepared to go out

and assist Office-Holders and Office-Seekers to perpetuate such

training and orientation.

Those furtherance sessions are normally referred to as

“...Each One- reach and teach others...” 

Mark you, those boisterous, colorful, (public) campaign-

style meetings and rallies still have their place, but their effects in

terms of getting voters to the polls, and voting RIGHT remain

the priority.

Let me give an example to explain why I am emphasizing

Voting for the Right reasons....In the 2016 National Elections,

in Michigan where minorities face a variety of problems includ-

ing the tainted-water crises, where President Trump narrowly

won, and where the Pollsters had Hillary Clinton easily

winning,....It was found out that more than 87, 000 persons did

not vote for the No.1 line on the ballot-sheet —President.

Those very persons had however voted for the last line on

the balance-sheet,

Drain-Manager...Readers, I hope that you grasp the point.

In addition, I am contending that in the same way that Re-

publican voters seem to know the core issues that compel them

to the Polls, the Democratic Party’s Leadership and its Associ-

ates have to educate and orient its slices of voters about the

core-needs and demands that should similarly motivate and

stimulate them to the ballot-boxes.

***************

The talk of wave-colors 

is determined by actual voters

who go to ballot-sites?

to settle inter-party fights.

The voter needs to know why

he or she needs to try

for his/her party to win

regardless of victory-margins.

Guyanese see management of the
country’s resources through

different lens than most
of our Political Leaders
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By: Yvonne Sam

Temperament and the Supreme Court Justices

CSJAD condemns Violent Attacks against innocent civilians

 "Emancipate yourself from mental
slavery,"because"None but ourselves

can free our minds"

Why the detractory brouhaha about Kavanaugh’s tempera-

ment when the Bench has seated others of worse ilk? History

reveals a different story.

Listening to Senator after senator and the media ramble on

about the absent fitness of Judge Brent Kavanaugh for the Su-

preme Court, one would get the impression that Justices of the

U. S Supreme Court had been warm, affable, even tempered

individuals.

Taking pride of place in the heated debate about the likely

confirmation of Judge Kavanaugh was the question of tempera-

ment. Pushed aside was the impropriety issue. The basic con-

tention lay in the fact that by elevating his voice during the final

part of his confirmation hearing , impertinently interrupting, and

accosting senators and characterizing the charges against him

as politically motivated, the nominee presented himself as hav-

ing a character unsuited for U. S Supreme Court justice. The

general impression conveyed was that such a case was totally

new, not déjà vu.

Several law professors signed a letter, published in the New

York Times and addressed to the U. S Senate at variance with

the confirmation on these grounds. They cited the Congres-

sional Research Service as saying the following: “a judge re-

quires a personality that is even-handed, unbiased, impar-

tial, courteous yet firm, and dedicated to a process, not a

result.”.

Even so, for the records I am personally leery of the tem-

perament argument, at least when taken aside. Granted in no

way, shape or form did the Judge’s disposition at the hearing

last week appear normal or respectable. I was genuinely aghast

when he remonstrated Democratic Senator Amy Klobuchar,

asking her time and time again if she had ever blacked out from

drinking. The temperament argument was such a big prolonged

hypocritical issue, as several of the same U. S Supreme Court

justices were known for disastrously bad and highly unjudicial

personalities.

Author and columnist Max Lerner with a reputation as a

thoughtful commentator on the Supreme Court in the 1930s

and continued such work to his death in 1992, makes reference

in his book “Nine Scorpions in a Bottle,— Great Judges and

Cases of the Supreme Court”, to Justices Hugo Black, Demo-

crat who sat on the Supreme Court from 1937-1971, Robert

Jackson, Democrat from 1941-1954, William Douglas , Demo-

crat from 1939-1975 and Felix Frankfurter and Independent

from 1939-1962 as being nasty, vindictive, backbiting, ambi-

tious and partisan.

They are referred to the court on which they sat as “nine

scorpions in a bottle”. Scorpions are not known or recognized

for their courtesy, fairness or constraint. Notwithstanding the

known negative attributes, these four judges all made histori-

cally significant contributions to constitutional law and the court.

In this controversy against confirmation, the issue of tem-

perament should be as categorical and different from the accu-

sations that Judge Kavanaugh deluded the Senate Judiciary

Committee or committed sexual assault as a teenager. For the

temperament argument against Kavanaugh to stand by itself,

senators should be able to say that they would support the judge

if only he had behaved in a different manner at his confirmation

hearing-even if the core of his responses were the same as the

ones he gave. That is exactly the point I am addressing.

Here are the imprudent justices. The first nominated was

Hugo Black a member of the Klu Klux Klan, elected to the

Senate in 1926 with stunning Klan support. Once elected he

nd. Nominated to the court in 1937 by Franklin Roosevelt,

rumors of his Klan membership quickly disseminated. Black

told his fellow senators that since coming to the Senate, he had

severed ties with the Klan, and further added for good measure

that any senator concerned about his Klan membership, the

senator should vote against his confirmation. Black was nomi-

nated on Friday August 12 and confirmed on Wednesday Au-

gust 17 by a vote of 63 to 16 with 17 abstentions. A few days

later resourceful journalists turned up the proof of Black’s Klan

membership.

Black’s temperament brought him into a very unjudicial

battle with Robert Jackson, another Roosevelt nominee who

was preoccupied with becoming Chief Justice. In the spring of

1945, Black sought revenge on Jackson due to a case where

Jackson was of the belief that Black had written an opinion that

showed favoritism. While Judge Jackson was away in

Nuremberg prosecuting Nazi war crimes, Black sought retalia-

tion. The Chief Justice position became vacant. Black went to

then President Harry Truman and told him that both he and

Judge Douglas would resign if Jackson was appointed Chief

Justice. President Truman decided not to select Jackson. For

his part, Jackson went berserk. After first privately intimidating

Truman, he dispatched a letter to major newspapers delineat-

ing what Black had said to him in conference and accusing Black

of sabotaging his chief justice ambitions. The very act in itself

was a classic demonstration of the lack of judicial tempera-

ment.

Judge William Douglas was even worse than Black or Jack-

son. He was married four times, each occasion to progres-

sively younger women. As the alimony payments mounted, he

ended up depending on secret payments from a disreputable

business man. He called his law clerks the “lowest form of hu-

man life”.

It was rumoured that Douglas loved humanity and hated

people, in so much that he nicknamed the Austrian born Jewish

justice “Der Fuhrer” during the Holocaust. Justice Frankfurter

called Justice Douglas, “one of the two completely evil men I

have ever met”. Frankfurter took everything personally, and

when he was not in agreement with a dissent from Justice Black

, he would summon Black’s law clerk into his office, throw the

dissent across the desk scattering the pages on the floor and

dismissing the clerk with the words ,” At Yale they call this schol-

arship”

The final point to be made here, and one which America

should bear in mind prior to moralizing about the personalities

that a judge should possess, is that in this moment temperament

is not destiny or finality and that judicial greatness is not syn-

onymous with calm and courtesy. Determined by the lasting

effect on both country and constitution, most of the greatest

justices have been haughty, socially alienated, arrogant and

downright mean. Although Roosevelt’s appointees had impious

personal differences, no doubt exists that personality sharp-

ened each judge’s world view, which in turn changed the nation

for good, as in the case of desegregation. In the end to be a

great justice you do not need to possess a judicial tempera-

ment.
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LGE and racial voting
INEQUALITY

The reopening of schools this year across the country for

the new school year on September 3 was in no way signifi-

cantly different from previous years except for the fact that teach-

ers were absent from the classrooms. This was due to the strike

staged by teachers for increased wages and better working

conditions. During the strike, most parents kept their children at

home in support of the teachers whom they felt were being dis-

respected by the Ministry of Education and the government.

However, even though things eventually returned to nor-

malcy after both parties agreed to arbitrate their dispute, people

ought to know that teachers who are responsible for nurturing

and shaping the minds of children and guide them to success

have been without a contract for the past three years. It is true

that a number of teachers are being paid starvation wages, there-

fore the government should negotiate in good faith and pay teach-

ers decent wages.

However, as has become typical and expected under this

administration and its predecessor, a number of schools includ-

ing two nursery schools in Linden and several others in outlying

areas of the country were not opened on the first day of school

due to the lack of repairs. Schools that need repairs would send

their requests to the Ministry of Education, but the ministry was

slow to act. Slothfulness has become endemic in this govern-

ment.

Many other schools opened despite various problems such

as broken chairs and tables, leaking roofs and no running water

to wash hands or flush toilets, among others. Several schools

on the East Bank of Demerara including Grove Primary School

have been plagued with such problems, which are negatively

impacting the effective functioning of students. Disgruntled par-

ents have complained about these problems for years but their

complaints have fallen on deaf ears.

The failure of the government to address these perennial

problems in public schools across the country should be cause

for concern. This government, which prides itself on Excellence

in Education has done very little to prove its claim. In fact, it has

continually reduced the education budget.

Today, large numbers of poor students in public schools

are at risk of being left behind because of the prevailing social

circumstances and due to unqualified and inexperienced teach-

ers and the lack of resources. They are the ones who are af-

fected by school closures due to defective and degenerating

school buildings. Their future development could be in jeop-

ardy if they are not provided with optimal learning conditions.

Yet the government comforts itself with the thought that

there is equal opportunity for all to have a chance to get a good

education. But a deeper examination into the public education

shows that most of the public schools in the country are not

equipped with the teaching skills and resources for students to

achieve excellence in education.

The claim by governments that they allocate equal resources

to all schools is not true.

Equal treatment in public schools has never existed, there-

fore, the principals at the Ministry of Education need to think

more along the lines of equity, because there is no gain saying

that in our tiered education system that is supposedly based on

meritocracy, all are not equal.

The authorities must stop being disingenuous and acknowl-

edge that the public education system is broken and needs fix-

ing. It is not meeting the needs of many students, particularly

those who are desperately in need of a fighting chance to forge

a path towards individual competence and success. All are not

equal in our schools.

As the nation prepares for Local Government Elections

(LGE) scheduled for November 12, there is cause for serious

concern by many about racial voting and the outcome of the

elections. In Guyana, general elections have always generated

a passion and a furor for race-based politics, which, practically,

is a political manifestation of who we are as a people.

Although such manifestation is less in LGE, yet it is an in-depth

problem that has caused disunity and has stifled the develop-

ment of the country.

The animosity between Indo-and-Afro Guyanese is his-

torical; it can be traced back to the freed blacks becoming sus-

picious of the arrival of indenture East Indian servants from In-

dia whom they feared would have compromised their bargain-

ing rights with the planter class in British Guyana.

From that period, the racial division between the two races as-

sumed various forms with blacks being more urban and drawn

to jobs in the civil service, while the East Indians who remained

in rural areas were basically involved in agriculture and cash-

crop farming.

Much acculturation and interchange took place amidst this

division as seen in the inter-marriages between the two races.

But the most poignant manifestation of this division is the race-

based party politics which emerged in the late 1950s and has

blossomed since independence.

This shift to racial politics first became noticeable in Guyana

upon the introduction of adult voting rights. The 1957 elections

held under a new constitution gave light to the growing ethnic

division with the emergence of the People’s Progressive Party

(PPP) which had two factions, one headed by Forbes Burnham

and the other by Dr. Cheddi Jagan.

Today, the People’s National Congress (PNC) draws its

support mainly from Afro-Guyanese and the PPP from Indo-

Guyanese.

Notwithstanding our national anthem, our national motto

of one people, one nation, one destiny and all the talk of unity

by both our leaders, this division in politics is likely to remain

gospel for the foreseeable future. The reason is that racial poli-

tics suits the leaders of both parties who rely on tribalism to

secure power and the tribes are playing the same game to fill

their pockets.

It is instructive to see if both races could shift their focus

away from racial voting in the upcoming LGE. This would send

a clear and poignant message to all our politicians by youths

who are 65 percent of the population that they should take heed

that things are changing in the country in terms of voting.

Racial politics is being regarded as a mockery to unity in that it

has unraveled trust among the people.

The fact is almost all multi-ethnic societies, including Guyana,

have provided the terrain for racism and racial voting solely at

election time. Racism in general is an ideology that depicts an-

other group as being congenitally inferior to one’s own group.

It is worse when racial inequality is injected into rules, pro-

cedures, practices and policies of organizations/ governments

to deny opportunities and equal rights to certain racial groups

or individuals as was the case under the last administration. It is

referred to as institutional racism.

Racial voting has destroyed any possibility of lower class

solidarity in Guyana, where ideological viewpoints have been

replaced with racial identification, which became the preemi-

nent ingredient in the organization of popular political participa-

tion in the country. In modern Guyana, racial voting is less rigid

than it was in colonial and early post-colonial days.
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“Everyone has the right to a standard

of living- adequate for the health of

himself and of his family.....”

By: Lincoln Lewis

We stand with Govt. to bring

errant public officials to justice

It’s the second time since independence that an issue in-

volving increased salary and improved working conditions has

engaged the attention of the Head of Government, after which

arbitration proceedings have been put in place in an attempt to

resolve the conflict between the employer and workers. The

first was in 1999 during the Janet Jagan presidency. Now we

have the case of the teachers and Ministry of Education (MoE)

in the David Granger presidency. However, there’s a stark dif-

ference in approach by the two to bring about resolution.

In 1999, the Public Service and Teachers arbitrations saw

the Government, as the employers, making sure the Terms of

Reference were agreed upon and arbitrators empaneled before

the strikes were called off and normalcy returned at the work-

place. This approach is consistent with good industrial relations

practices. During discussions and negotiations attending to the

impasse not only were there the technicians (Ministries of Labour

and Education personnel) but also the then President, Minister

of Labour, Minister of Finance, Prime Minister, and other min-

isters who from time to time joined the discussions. On the trade

union’s side, active unionists outside of the public and teaching

services played a role in advising the employer and affected

unions with an eye on minimising tension in the society and seek-

ing resolution soonest.

The handling of the current

situation between the Guyana

Teachers Union (GTU) and MoE

falls far short of applying good

industrial relations practices. It

begs the question whether the

coalition government wants

resolution or to leave the teach-

ers to hang out there to dry as

though to make an example of

them for daring to demand that their right to Collective Bargain-

ing be respected. There is this eerie feeling this corp of politi-

cians think governance must be executed by command, none

dare question or challenge, and all must fall in line. This is not

how civilian government works.

You cannot send only technicians to the bargaining table

because they are not empowered to make political decisions.

They are mere messengers carrying out the instructions of the

specific minister(s). One just have to watch the televised event

to see how flummoxed these officers look when asked ques-

tions by the media or challenged by the Union. It is one of the

most agonising and painful experience to see workers being

placed in such an embarrassing position and where they have

no mandate.

Then there is Minister Keith Scott who is recklessly mak-

ing statements and acting on behalf of his bosses, giving the

impression that he has authority, when in fact he has none. Ac-

cording to the Official Gazette, Amna Ally is legally the Minister

that has responsibility for Labour. Scott serves as her assistant,

assigned to overlook the Department of Labour. Heat must be

applied to his seat as he wants to front the mess, insult teachers,

violate the laws, and transgress workers’ rights.

The absence of understanding and leadership on the

APNU+AFC’s part in bringing about resolution on the teach-

ers’ matter has created a situation where officials are lurking

from one misstep to the other, embarrassing themselves and

those who seek to associate with them in the process. Last

October, President David Granger intervened to avert the teach-

ers taking industrial action by establishing what he called a ‘High

level Task Force.’ This committee was appointed without being

given Terms of Reference (ToR) to guide its operation. As a

trade unionist, it’s the first time I’ve ever seen something like

this. In 1995, the Cheddi Jagan government had cause to es-

tablish a committee to address increased salary and improved

working conditions for public servants. That government solic-

ited ideas from the Guyana Public Service Union, after which it

arrived at a ToR, which the committee was given to do its work.

Where a committee is appointed without specific ToR it

means that committee is allowed the scope to develop its terms

to guide its work and whatever is produced is considered valid.

The Task Force in its own deliberate judgment created a frame-

work to do it job, submitted a report that included recommen-

dations, only to hear months after that its Report is deficient. If

so that deficiency lies not with the team but who appointed the

team and failed to give it a specific ToR. The claimed defi-

ciency carries with it qualitative and quantitative losses to this

society as in manpower hours, intellectual input, transportation,

utilities, meals, etc.

Person(s) is/are taking the teachers and the working class

for granted. In fact, I want it to be recorded that this disrespect

the society must not countenance. All have rights, including chil-

dren, primary of which is the right to be respected and treated

with dignity. The preferred antics of the Coalition government

in dealing with the teachers make no sense. No sane person

will call it a strategy because a strategy is goal directed and

purpose driven and there is no sense in politics that ignores the

working class who is primarily responsible for the nation’s pro-

ductivity and at the polls represent 99.9 percent of the voters.

There is no wisdom that believes that in treating the nation’s

majority constituency with contempt can guarantee high level

of productivity or their votes at election time. What this gov-

ernment keeps ignoring is that while society wanted a reprieve

from the PPP/C’s mismanagement of this nation and abuse of

the citizens, society has no tolerance or patience, in any shape

or form, for a repeat of what it has grown tired of and con-

demned. In this instance, the government is also making the

PPP/C look good.

The political landscape and society’s thinking are shifting

in a progressive direction. Loyalty to any party or group is no

longer primarily tied to racial identity but is evolving into desir-

ing an environment where respect and progress include me too,

i.e. each and every one of us. The teachers are uniquely poised

in our lives, for they are not only the custodians of our children

in order that we can go to work and produce, they mould the

minds of our children, preparing them to be good citizens and

stewards of society, teachers are mentor, and many times fill

the gap/responsibility in parenting. There’s none whose life was

not impacted by a teacher or know not of a teacher.

Having repeatedly made errors in bringing resolution to

the impasse- going on since 2015- which society has been

weighing in and calling for good sense to prevail, last week,

government by another act signaled it’s not listening or doesn’t

care a damn. This act has to do with the unilateral appointment

of Dr. Leyland Lucas as Chairman of the Arbitration Panel.

Lucas cannot be appointed Chair of the panel    See page........10

POLITICIANS PLAYING WITH THE NATION’S FUTURE

Finance Minister Jordan
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(Continued from page......9) without the consent of the GTU and

MoE. Both parties on 6th September 2018 entered into an

agreement for voluntary arbitration as against arbitration being

imposed under the Labour Law, Cap 98:01 Section 4 (i.e. Com-

pulsory Arbitration). It therefore means that Scott has no au

thority to appoint any chairman and Lucas is not chairman and

these men must be told the facts.

When the MoE representatives turned up on

11th September to meet the GTU leadership to activate the pro-

cess of selecting a chair for the panel, it is now proven their

mandate was to deny every recommendation in order that the

government can impose a chairman. And while the GTU asked

for reason why its recommendations of Rashleigh Jackson, Dr.

Aubrey Armstrong and Jeffrey Thomas were rejected and the

MoE could not answer, Lucas’ CV is not superior to the named

men. Neither has it been mentioned that he brings any experi-

ence in understanding groups and dealing with groups prob-

lems. Jackson, Thomas and Armstrong are more than fit and

proper, given their expertise to objectively preside over the is-

sue, but this does not matter to the coalition.

In the sea of ignorance, government failed to take the time

to read and understand Section 4 of the Labour Law. Neither

can it tell the difference between compulsory arbitration and

voluntary arbitration. So focused government has been in im-

posing a chairperson on the GTU and MoE it missed context

and content. This leaves me to ponder the idiom, ‘whom the

gods want to destroy they first make mad’ because what this

government is doing to the working class is not right and shall

come back to haunt. From Lucas’ CV and the fact that he is a

lecturer at the University of Guyana, it is reasonable to expect

that he will not be led by the nose and shall seek after knowl-

edge and advice on this matter.

Placed before me is a copy of a letter sent to the GTU by

the Department of Labour on Friday, saying that Lucas has been

appointed to Chair the arbitration. This appointment has no ba-

sis in law or the 1990 Avoidance and Settlement of Dispute

Memorandum between the GTU and MoE. He has the oppor-

tunity to remove himself from this farce or face the wrath of the

workers.

Politicians playing with the nation’s future

In Anil Nandlal’s Facebook post of September 23rd, “A

coalition with no power”, he posited that Prime Minister Moses

Nagamootoo, and Ministers Raphael Trotman and Khemraj

Ramjattan as not having any ministerial power as members of

the current administration; since their roles and functions have

been absorbed by the Peoples National Congress (PNC) seg-

ment of the coalition government.

Anil Nandlal’s view is a carefully, continuing trend of

People’s Progressive Party/Civic narrative on the Alliance for

Change(AFC), a member of the current President David

Granger – led coalition government. It is further a strategy de-

signed to sow the seeds of uncertainty, and confusion, about

Guyana’s future as a country governed by a coalition govern-

ment.

Such a line is not unexpected, either, since it is designed to

conjure a perception in the minds of PPP/C constituents that

attempts at coalition politics in Guyana have failed, and cannot

suffice as a vehicle for national unity, as part of the government’s

____________________

Petty minded and sowing seeds of confusion

efforts towards social cohesion.

Such a message is subtle; masking the real intention to

paint AFC’s cabinet members as ineffective, and with no influ-

ence. One has only to refer to PPP/C party leaders, Baharat

Jagdeo and Clement Rohee’s intermittent attempts at targeting

Prime Minister Moses Nagamootoo, with the party leader re-

fusing to accept the Prime Minister as leading a government

delegation to engage the opposition on matters of national im-

portance.

Simply stated, it is petty politics to the max which contin-

ues to reflect a mindset of political grudge, immaturity, and be-

ing out of sync with a changing global landscape in which coa-

lition governments are becoming the new political order of form-

ing governments. It is now recognized as a mechanism, not only

for unseating an incumbent government, but also for alignment

of groups that although of disparate political-socio-economic

backgrounds, are prepared and willing to place consensual ar-

eas of national concerns, above common interests.

It must be reminded that what the PPP/C had masquer-

aded as the civic component of its former government was a

national hoax designed to hoodwink a nation into believing that

its political support base was broad-based, and that it had em-

braced inclusivity. It never was, and will never do, since it is a

party that embraces the conflictive and dangerous political ide-

ology of ethnic domination.

But back to Nandlal’s contention of spite and grudge which

is also dishonest and deceptive.

All three cabinet officers mentioned, have their allotted con-

stitutional functions, clearly demarcated as dictated by the indi-

vidual constitutional functions. And they are also carrying out

those functions as mandated in consonance with cabinet ap-

proval, for that is what any cabinet officer has to follow in ac-

cordance with the rule of collective responsibility.

I will not waste further time in seeking to debunk the crap

from Nandlal, lest I am construed as dignifying a presidential

wannabe. All three of these officers are performing their func-

tions in three very challenging portfolios that have to do with

very critical aspects of this country’s future political-social-eco-

nomic growth and development – but they are not corrupt, liv-

ing fat off of the nation’s toil, like many in the PPP did.

By achieving emancipation the battle has

just begun for the descendants of

Africans to join forces and pool our

resources to pursue independent courses.

              Tony Jones

Life is like a bouncing ball
with unpredictable

             highs and lows
By: Dillon Goring
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Extraordinary people
survive under the most
terrible circumstance

and they become more
extraordinary due to it.

       NOTHING

It is important to
emphasize that Suicide
cannot be considered in

isolation. Instead,
the solution requires a

collaborative and
broader approach...

THE ABSENCE OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS MAKES CLAIMS OF DEMOCRACY IN GUYANA A BIG GIMMICK

NOTHING LESS WILL SUFFICE UNTIL THERE IS A REVOLUTION OF VALUES
 AND A MORE RADICAL RELOCATING OF POWER TO THE DISPOSSESSED

A Crisis of
Child Abuse in

Guyana
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 20th

Charlestown Alumni Association of NY Inc. 29th Annual Benefit

Dance. At: Afrika House- 2265 Beford Ave. B/klyn, NY. Music:

Dj Supreme & Hannah John. From: 10 pm.Donation: $25. For

more info. Call: 347-764-4217; 718-469-7558; 516-662-6109

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 20th

Queens College Alumni Toronto: Casino Rama Bus Trip. Cost:

$15 pp. Pickup: 10 am. For info. Call: Albert at 416-822-8802;

Victor: 905-791-3412 or Vivian at 416-724-5937.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 27th

COFONA: New Amsterdam Benefit Ball. At: Afrika House-2265

Bedford, B/klyn. Cost $75. Call 877-679-8866 or 718-757-1632.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 3rd

Guyanese Canadian Cultural Association of BC (GCCABC). Ole

Time Lime. At: Heritage Grill- 447 Columbia St. New Westminster.

From: 1:00 p.m to 5:00 p.m. Door: $25. Proceeds go to help Assoc.

meet its goals. For info Call: Louise Gadd at 604-551-1306.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 11th

Guyana Ex-Police Association of Canada: Remembrance Brunch.

At: St. Peter & Paul Banquet Hall- 231 Milner Ave., Scarborough.

From: 1:30 - 7:00 pm. Music: Dj Jones. Cost: Adults $40, Kids

$20. Info. Call Charles at 647-771-1293 or Gordon: 905-274-7292.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 17th

The Centre for Social Justice and Development Inc: ‘Commu-

nity Gathering’ to discuss establishing a North America Guyanese

Diaspora Community. At: Jamaica-Queens Wesleyan Church-

134-49 228th Street, Laurelton, NY. Info. call Derrick at 347-

683-2598, Penny: 646- 894-4237 or Tony: 978-382-9459.

(Continued from page.......3)     fertile ground.

Recently, I learnt that the wages bill has gone up, indicating

that more people have gained employment in the public sector.

But this is not known. Little is known about the trained public

servants entering the system.

There has been infrastructural development but these have

not been talked about. Many communities have upgraded roads.

Some have lights and water for the first time; there is the free

bus service for school children and the school-feeding

programme. Nothing is said so it would appear that the govern-

ment is doing nothing.

Not for a moment do I doubt there are corrupt officials but

I simply do not see the evidence as I once did. I see comments

on chat sites about people getting special contracts, about people

doing slipshod work and drawing down millions of dollars.

I know that contractors have been blacklisted for shoddy

work. There was the case of the Kato Secondary School con-

structed at a cost of nearly $1 billion. It was so bad that the

remedial works took two years.

I know of contractors being made to correct their work at

no extra cost but these things are ignored by the critics.

Meanwhile, there are people in the government who are being

accused of victimization, none more than people in the Ministry

of Agriculture. The supposed victims have relatives who help

propagate the action. In the end, these things translate into votes

and votes are what the Granger administration needs.

Corruption must be endemic in society


